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ABSTRACT
This paper reexamines the widely accepted assumption that low-mass stars form mainly in magneti-

cally subcritical cloud cores and high-mass stars form in magnetically supercritical ones. Cloud cores, as
well as molecular clouds, are shown to be magnetically supercritical because although the cores are gen-
erally observed as portions of a molecular cloud having considerably higher column densities than their
surroundings, magnetically subcritical condensations embedded in a cloud are not very likely to have
higher column densities than their surroundings, and because it is difficult to maintain the nonthermal
velocity dispersions widely observed in the cores for a signiÐcant fraction of their lifetimes if the cores
are magnetically subcritical. In a magnetically supercritical condensation, which we call a core, for the
pressure of the surrounding medium there is a critical value above which the core cannot be inP

s
Pcrmagnetohydrostatic equilibrium and collapses ; depends sharply on the core mass, on the e†ectivePcrsound velocity in the core, which includes the e†ect of turbulence, and on the e†ective coefficient foraeffthe gravity diluted by magnetic force. The cloud core begins dynamical contraction when hasPcrdecreased below by some mechanism. Dissipation of turbulence is the most important process inP

sreducing Therefore, in most cases, the timescale of star formation in each core is the dissipation timePcr.of turbulence, which is several times the free-fall time of the core. For the cores of magnetic Ñux ' very
close to the critical Ñux or with small will not decrease below even when'cr aeff B 1 [ ('/'cr)2, Pcr P

sturbulence has completely dissipated ; this will happen only in very low mass cores because of the sharp
mass dependence of Such cores begin dynamical contraction after has increased somewhatPcr. aeffbecause of magnetic Ñux loss from their central parts by ambipolar di†usion ; for this to happen, only a
slight loss of magnetic Ñux is needed because of sharp dependence of on ' at The timescalePcr 'B'cr.of star formation in this case is not much di†erent from the dissipation time of the turbulence, though
the probability that the cores have must be low. It is shown to be implausible that cloud cores'B'crform from magnetically subcritical condensations via ambipolar di†usion.
Subject headings : ISM: clouds È ISM: kinematics and dynamics È ISM: magnetic Ðelds È MHD È

stars : formation

1. INTRODUCTION

It has long been speculated that stars form in bimodal
ways (see, e.g., & Smith Recent-Herbig 1970 ; Mezger 1977).
ly this has widely been attributed to the strength of the
magnetic Ðelds in molecular cloud cores ; massive stars form
in magnetically supercritical cloud cores, whose magnetic
Ñux ' is smaller than the critical magnetic Ñux (see'cr ° 2.1
for details), via dynamical contraction, and low-mass stars
form mainly in magnetically subcritical cores having

that contract quasi-statically via ambipolar di†u-'['crsion in the early stage and shift to dynamical contraction
after their central parts become magnetically supercritical
(see, e.g., Adams, & Lizano as for low-mass starShu, 1987 ;
formation, see also Many papers have recent-McKee 1989).
ly been published on the contraction of clouds that are
initially highly magnetically subcritical (see, e.g., &Fiedler
Mouschovias & Mouschovias &1993 ; Ciolek 1994 ; Basu
Mouschovias McKee, & Stahler and1994 ; SaÐer, 1997),
some observations of molecular cloud cores were compared
with the results of these simulations et al.(Crutcher 1994 ;

Ward-Thompson, & MotteAndre� , 1996).
However, observations of magnetic Ðelds in molecular

cloud cores do not seem to fully support this assumption ;
although it is suggested that some cloud cores are nearly
magnetically critical, others are suggested to be magneti-
cally supercritical, and there are no cloud cores that have
been conÐrmed to be magnetically subcritical (see for° 2.4
details).

While et al. showed that molecular cloudsMcKee (1993)

are magnetically supercritical, it has been uncertain whether
or not cloud cores embedded in molecular clouds are mag-
netically supercritical. From statistical analysis and theo-
retical consideration of clumps embedded in molecular
clouds, & McKee argued that the mostBertoldi (1992)
massive clumps are magnetically supercritical, but they
postponed forming a conclusion about the lower mass
clumps. Thus, even theoretically, it has not yet been con-
Ðrmed that some observed clumps and cores can be mag-
netically subcritical.

In such situations, it would be necessary to reexamine the
processes of star formation in magnetic cloud cores, espe-
cially the formation of low-mass stars in magnetically
supercritical cores. The purpose of this paper is to investi-
gate the physical state of magnetic cloud cores and the
processes that put the cores in magnetohydrostatic equi-
librium to dynamical contraction. In we discuss whether° 2
or not the observed molecular clouds and cloud cores can
be magnetically subcritical. Cloud cores are generally
observed as portions of a molecular cloud whose column
densities are somewhat higher than the mean column
density of the cloud in which they are embedded and show
nonthermal velocity dispersions (see, e.g., Linke, &Myers,
Benson & Benson et al.1983 ; Myers 1983 ; Tatematsu

Our conclusion is that such cores, as well as molecu-1993).
lar clouds themselves, are magnetically supercritical. In ° 3
we investigate via the virial theorem the equilibrium state of
magnetically supercritical condensations, which we call
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cores, embedded in clouds and show that there is a critical
surface pressure for equilibrium by considering some cases
of core conÐguration. In we discuss the processes that° 4
can reduce the critical surface pressure and as a result
induce dynamical contraction in the cores. In we investi-° 5
gate the physical state and evolution of magnetically sub-
critical condensations embedded in molecular clouds and
compare our Ðndings with those of previous works. We
discuss some related problems such as formation processes
of cloud cores and the timescale of star formation in and° 6
give a summary and our conclusion in In the Appendix,° 7.
the results of which are used in the text, we investigate the
dissipation of hydromagnetic waves and the possibility of
their excitation in clouds and cloud cores.

2. ARE MOLECULAR CLOUDS AND CLOUD CORES

MAGNETICALLY SUBCRITICAL ?

2.1. Molecular Clouds
The virial equation for an axisymmetric oblate magnetic

cloud of mass M and semimajor and semiminor axes R and
Z, respectively, embedded in a medium of pressure canP

sbe written as

1
2

d2I
dt2 \ M

A3kB T
kmH

] V turb2
B

[ a
GM2

R

] b(B2R3[ B02R03) [ 4nR2ZP
s
. (1)

Here I is the generalized moment of inertia of the cloud, t is
the time, T , k, and are the Boltzmann constant, thekB, mHmean temperature of the cloud, the mean molecular weight
of the gas, and the mass of a hydrogen atom, respectively,

and B are the mean turbulent velocity and the meanVturbmagnetic Ðeld strength, respectively, in the cloud, is theB0strength of a uniform magnetic Ðeld far from the cloud, R0is the radius of the magnetic tube penetrating the cloud at a
place far from the cloud and satisfying

B0R02\ BR2 , (2)

a and b are dimensionless coefficients of order unity, and P
sis the pressure at the cloud surface, or equivalently the pres-

sure of the surrounding medium. The mean direction of
magnetic Ðeld has been assumed to be parallel to the minor
axis. The case of has been investigated by manyB0\ 0
authors (see, e.g., & FermiChandrasekhar 1953 ; Mestel

and the case of has been1965 ; Strittmatter 1966), B0D 0
investigated by Nakano and & Zweibel(1981, 1984) McKee

We have neglected the e†ect of cloud rotation in(1992).
because observations show that it is inefficientequation (1)

in most clouds and cloud cores & Arquilla(Goldsmith
et al.1985 ; Goodman 1993).

Although the magnetic Ðeld causes the cloud to be non-
spherical and the tensor virial equations might be recom-
mended, a scalar virial equation like agrees wellequation (1)
with the component of the tensor virial equations perpen-
dicular to the mean direction of magnetic Ðeld (Strittmatter
1966).

We deÐne the e†ective sound velocity the magneticCeff,Ñux ' of the cloud, and the critical magnetic Ñux of the'crcloud, respectively, as

Ceff2 \ kB T
kmH

] 1
3

V turb2 , (3)

'\ nR2B , (4)

and

'cr\ fÕG1@2M , (5)

where With these quantities, canfÕ\ n(a/b)1@2. equation (1)
be rewritten as

1
2

d2I
dt2 \ 3Ceff2 M [ a

GM2
R

C
1 [

A '
'cr

B2A
1 [ R

R0

BD

[ 4nR2ZP
s
. (6)

As seen from this equation, the magnetic force in a cloud
with is stronger than the gravitational force when'['crand the cloud cannot contract to a state ofR>R0 R>R0by its own gravity. Such a cloud is said to be magnetically
subcritical. A cloud with is said to be magnetically'\'crsupercritical because the magnetic force is not strong
enough to support the cloud. For oblate spheroidal clouds
of uniform density, found that takes aStrittmatter (1966) fÕvalue between 4.9 and 9.4 for the ratio Z/R between 1 and 0.
From some numerical cloud models, &Mouschovias
Spitzer obtained and Ikeuchi, &(1976) fÕB 8.0, Tomisaka,
Nakamura found(1988) fÕB 8.3.

Instead of using we can introduce the critical mean'cr,magnetic Ðeld strength of the cloud using

Bcr \ fÕG1@2& , (7)

where &\ M/nR2 is the mean column density of the cloud
along the minor axis or along the mean direction of mag-
netic Ðeld ; the clouds with and are mag-B[ Bcr B\ Bcrnetically subcritical and supercritical, respectively. It is to
be noted that an isothermal gaseous disk penetrated by a
uniform magnetic Ðeld B perpendicular to the disk layer is
gravitationally unstable only when the Ðeld B is weaker
than the critical Ðeld where & is the columnB3 cr \ 2nG1@2&,
density of the disk & Nakamura(Nakano 1978 ; Nakano

The coefficient 2n in this expression is close to the1988).
median value of cited above. This condition for gravita-fÕtional instability, is almost equivalent to the neces-B\ B3 cr,sary condition for dynamical contraction of the cloud, B\

orBcr '\'cr.A magnetically subcritical cloud, if it exists, can be in
magnetohydrostatic equilibrium only when the expansion
of the cloud by magnetic force is controlled by the external
pressure and/or the external magnetic Ðeld It followsP

s
B0.from that in virial equilibrium (d2I/dt2\ 0), theequation (6)

cloud satisÐes

P
s
\ Ceff2 o ] 2b

B2
8n

R
Z
C
1 [ R

R0
[
A'cr

'
B2D

, (8)

where

o \ 3M
4nR2Z (9)

is the mean density of the cloud, and the coefficient 2b D 1.
The extent to which molecular clouds can be magneti-

cally subcritical may be estimated from the pressure of the
interstellar medium acting on the cloud surface. The inter-
cloud medium and di†use clouds have a pressure P/

cm~3 KkBB 102È2 ] 104 (Myers 1978 ; Cox 1988 ;
the upper bound corresponds to the mag-Elmegreen 1989) ;
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netic pressure for a Ðeld strength of about 8 kG. For a
number of molecular clouds, & GoodmanMyers (1988)
found magnetic Ðeld strengths ranging from 14 kG to 8 mG.
Because these Ðelds are signiÐcantly stronger than the mag-
netic Ðeld kG in the di†use medium etB0 D several (Davies
al. we Ðnd from that R is considerably1963), equation (2)
smaller than Because these Ðelds have a magnetic pres-R0.sure much higher than the pressure of the ambientP

smedium and because we obtainZ[R, 1 [ ('cr/')2B
which is considerably smaller than 1, by neglectingR/R0,the term (compared with in This meansCeff2 o P

s
eq. [8]).

that the cloud can be only slightly magnetically subcritical
and that the magnetic force is mainly counteracted by self-
gravity even if the internal pressure is lower than InP

s
.

reality, however, molecular clouds generally have an inter-
nal isotropic pressure higher than the pressure of the
ambient medium (see, e.g., Myers 1978). Larson (1981)
found that the internal velocity dispersion *v is well corre-
lated with the size L of the region and can be approximated
by *vP L 0.38 and that the density of the region n P L ~1.1.
With these relations, we have PP n(*v)2P L ~0.3, which
decreases with the increase of the region size L . This ten-
dency does not break down even when we adopt the modi-
Ðed relationships among *v, n, and L obtained by Myers

and by et al. Thus, with the pressure(1983) Dame (1986).
term the clouds must be magnetically super-Ceff2 o [P

s
,

critical.
The molecular clouds listed by & GoodmanMyers (1988)

have rather strong magnetic Ðelds ; their list does not
contain the clouds for which only upper limits to the Ðeld
strengths are known. Molecular clouds with weaker Ðelds
are magnetically supercritical as long as they have sizes and
densities similar to those of the clouds listed by Myers &
Goodman. Thus we can conclude that molecular clouds are
magnetically supercritical.

et al. also concluded that molecular cloudsMcKee (1993)
are magnetically supercritical with they con-'D'cr/2 ;
sidered that magnetic force and nearly Alfve� nic turbulence
contribute almost equally to supporting molecular clouds.
The analysis of & Goodman shows that theMyers (1988)
clouds they listed are not far from the magnetically critical
state (see also & Psaltis This does notMouschovias 1995).
contradict our conclusion, above.

2.2. Column Densities of Cloud Cores
Are the clumps and cores in molecular clouds also mag-

netically supercritical ? On the basis of statistics on clumps
and theoretical analysis, & McKee arguedBertoldi (1992)
that the most massive clumps are magnetically supercritical,
but they did not obtain any deÐnite results for clumps of
smaller mass.

The clumps and cores are generally observed as portions
of a cloud having column densities considerably higher than
the mean column density of the cloud in which they are
embedded (see, e.g., Linke, & Benson &Myers, 1983 ; Myers
Benson et al. We can conÐrm in the1983 ; Tatematsu 1993).
following way that such portions are magnetically super-
critical.

Let us consider a condensation of mass M, sizes R and Z,
and mean Ðeld strength B embedded in a cloud of mean
Ðeld strength and pressure We assume that this con-B0 P

s
.

densation is in equilibrium satisfying d2I/dt2\ 0 in, e.g.,
The force balance along the mean direction ofequation (6).

magnetic Ðeld (the z-direction) also holds and can be

expressed as

fo(Ceff2 o [ P
s
)

1
Z

\ a
z

GM
R2 o , (10)

where o is the mean density of the condensation given by
is a coefficient for the gravity in the z-equation (9), a

zdirection and is a quantity of order unity (only slightly
larger than a for oblate condensations), and is a correc-fotion factor for the density gradient and takes a value of
several. A value of is recommended (see FromfoB 3 ° 3.1).
d2I/dt2\ 0 in together with equations andequation (6) (9)

we have(10),

1 [ R
R0

\
A
1 [ 3

fo

a
z

a
Z
R
BA'cr

'
B2

. (11)

With the aid of equations and the column density &(4) (5),
of the condensation along the mean direction of magnetic
Ðeld can be given by

&\ B
fÕG1@2

'cr
'

. (12)

Similarly, the column density of the cloud is

&0\ B0
fÕG1@2

'cr0
'0

. (13)

The quantities with a subscript ““ 0 ÏÏ are for the cloud except
for which is deÐned in Equations andR0, equation (2). (12)

together with equations and give(13) (2) (11)

&
&0

\ '0
'cr0

'cr
'
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1 [

A
1 [ 3
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a
z

a
Z
R
BA'cr

'
B2D~2

. (14)

For gives because'/'cr? 1, equation (14) &/&0 > 1
For for example, we have'0/'cr0 \ 1. '/'cr\ 2, &/&0\
if R? Z. For a Ðnite value of R/Z, is(8/9)'0/'cr0 &/&0smaller ; for R/Z\ 2, for instance, we have &/&0\
adopting a value of for a uniform0.63'0/'cr0, a

z
/a \ 1.12

spheroid of this shape & Tremaine In addi-(Binney 1987).
tion, et al. estimate that Thus &McKee (1993) '0D 'cr0/2.
can hardly be larger than if Therefore, the&0 '['cr.observed cloud cores, which have signiÐcantly higher
column densities than their surroundings, are magnetically
supercritical. In we shall investigate the physical state° 5
and the evolution of magnetically subcritical condensations
embedded in molecular clouds.

Although we have assumed in the above discussion that
the cloud cores in equilibrium are oblate, statistical con-
siderations on observed cloud cores suggest that the cores
are likely to be prolate et al. It is(Myers 1991 ; Ryden 1996).
rather difficult to imagine prolate conÐgurations for cores
in magnetohydrostatic equilibrium. In the formation stage
by, e.g., fragmentation of a Ðlamentary cloud, the envelopes
of the cores can be prolate even when the central parts are
already in quasi-equilibrium and oblate (Nakamura,
Hanawa, & Nakano Thus the cores in the formation1995).
stage can be prolate. Even for prolate cores in equilibrium,
if they exist, holds approximately as long asequation (6)
Z/R is not much larger than one.

2.3. Velocity Dispersions of Cloud Cores
There are various molecular lines from cloud cores that

usually have widths much larger than their thermal widths.
If the line widths originate from turbulence, the turbulence
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velocity is supersonic except in cores of very small mass,
and the virial mass estimated from the velocity dispersion is
not much di†erent from the mass estimated from the line
intensities (see, e.g., et al.Tatematsu 1993).

Although random motion would not dissipate very
rapidly if it is sub-Alfve� nic, it does dissipate gradually as
long as there are no sources to drive it. When the random
velocity is near the virial velocity, a blobVturbD (GM/R)1@2,
at this velocity moves a distance comparable to the core size
before it stops or changes its direction of motion because
any other forces are hardly stronger than the gravity in the
core. Therefore, extensive mixing of matter is inevitable, and
the turbulence dissipates in several times the crossing time
or in several times the free-fall time of the core, tff\(3n/32Go)1@2 & Pumphrey(Scalo 1982 ; Elmegreen 1985).

Somewhat regular hydromagnetic waves may exist and
may contribute to the velocity dispersion & Max(Arons

In molecular clouds and cloud cores, unless there are1975).
some sources to excite them, such waves also dissipate
because of the friction between neutral molecules and ions
on a timescale proportional to the ionization fraction

& Pearce & Max &(Kulsrud 1969 ; Arons 1975 ; Zweibel
Josafatsson As shown in the Appendix, the timescale1983).
of this dissipation, is 0.01 times the timescale of mag-tdis,netic Ñux loss, or less. The Appendix also shows thatt

B
, tdisin magnetically subcritical condensations is signiÐcantly

smaller than the free-fall time if the condensations aretffwell shielded from interstellar ultraviolet (UV) radiation
and are ionized mainly by cosmic rays.

Some sources of turbulence in a condensation, such as
mass outÑows from young stellar objects (YSOs), can excite
hydromagnetic waves & Ostriker For con-(Gammie 1996).
densations without such sources, the only possibility of
excitation is by disturbance from the outside. Can the
hydromagnetic waves and turbulence in such condensations
actually be signiÐcantly excited by disturbances from the
outside? Excitation takes at least the crossing time oftcrossthe waves across the condensation. As shown in the Appen-
dix, is signiÐcantly larger than and the wavestcross tdiscannot be excited in a magnetically subcritical conden-
sation if it is well shielded from UV radiation.

Thus, in condensations that are well shielded from UV
radiation and do not contain YSOs, turbulence and hydro-
magnetic waves dissipate in several times the free-fall time
of the condensations.

If a condensation is not well shielded from UV radiation,
the ion density is much higher than in condensations shield-
ed from UV radiation, and hydromagnetic waves may be
signiÐcantly excited by disturbances from the outside,
although is much smaller than the magnetic Ñux losstdistime in any situation. As shown in the Appendix, fort

B to hold in magnetically subcritical conden-tcross \ tdissations, the ionization fraction must be more than 102 times
higher than that in the condensations shielded from UV
radiation.

The column densities of 125 cloud cores in the Orion A
molecular cloud observed by et al. can beTatematsu (1993)
calculated from their masses and sizes. I found that the
(geometric) mean value of the column density isNH1 ] 1023 cm~2, and even the thinnest core has NH B 2
] 1022 cm~2. Because the masses of the cores depend on
the assumed abundance of CS molecules, I also calculated

using the virial masses of the cores and found that theNHmean value of is 5] 1022 cm~2 and the thinnest coreNH

has cm~2, which corresponds toNH B 8 ] 1021 A
V

B 4.3
mag for the ordinary grain abundance Savage, &(Bohlin,
Drake & Mathis see also below). I1978 ; Savage 1979 ; ° 4.1
also found cm~2 for the cores in the TaurusNH [ 1 ] 1022
molecular cloud et al. The extinction for(Mizuno 1994). AjUV radiation is signiÐcantly larger than (e.g.,A

V
Aj [

for the C-ionizing radiation and for the3.7A
V

Aj [ 2.6A
VMg- and Fe-ionizing radiation ; & MathisSavage 1979).

Although the clumpy structure of the clouds gives less dimi-
nution of UV Ñux than is expected from the extinction
along the line of sight & Khersonsky most of(Myers 1995),
these cores cannot have an ionization fraction more than
102 times higher than in the cores well shielded from UV
radiation.

Thus it is implausible that the ionization fraction in most
cloud cores is more than 102 times higher than that in the
cores shielded from UV radiation and that the waves can be
signiÐcantly excited by disturbances from the outside. To
form stars in the cores with magnetic Ñux ' signiÐcantly
larger than takes about an e-folding time of magnetic'crÑux, which is at least 10È102 times in the cores shield-t

B
, tffed from UV radiation (see, e.g., Nakano, & Umebay-Nishi,

ashi see also below). This is much larger than the1991 ; ° 5.1
dissipation times of turbulence and the waves. Therefore, if
the cores without YSOs are magnetically subcritical, it is
difficult to maintain the nonthermal velocity dispersions for
signiÐcant fractions of their lifetimes.

Even if most cloud cores have high enough ionization
fractions to satisfy and the waves are signiÐ-tcross\ tdiscantly excited, this inequality also requires that the Ñux loss
time should satisfy as shown in thet

B
/tff Z 300('/'cr),Appendix. Therefore, it takes at least 108 yr to form stars in

each core of density cm~3 if the initial Ñux ' isnH [ 105
signiÐcantly larger than Because there is some disper-'cr.sion in the initial density of the cores, there must be a dis-
persion of 108 yr or more in the formation time of stars in
such cores. This requires that the dispersion in stellar age in
young star clusters must be 108 yr or more. This seems to be
too large ; & Kuhi showed that the stellar ageCohen (1979)
distribution in NGC 2264 has a peak at 1.6È3.2] 106 yr
and decreases steeply to both sides of the age, and there are
only a few stars having ages exceeding 1] 107 yr.

If the cloud cores are magnetically supercritical, the time-
scale of star formation in each core is nearly equal to the
dissipation time of turbulence, as will be shown in and° 4,
hence it is easy to maintain large velocity dispersions for
signiÐcant fractions of their lifetimes.

2.4. Observations of Magnetic Fields in Cloud Cores
et al. made OH Zeeman observations ofCrutcher (1993)

12 cloud cores. The only certain detection of a magnetic
Ðeld was toward B1, for which the line-of-sight component
of the magnetic Ðeld is not much weaker than the critical
Ðeld strength. For all the other cores, only the upper bounds
for the line-of-sight components, which are at least several
times smaller than the critical Ðeld strengths, have been
obtained. Is it possible that the magnetic Ðelds in them are
nearly perpendicular to the line of sight and that the Ðeld
strengths are above the critical values? Five of these cores
are in the Taurus dark cloud complex. Observational
studies of linear polarizations of background and embedded
stars toward the Taurus complex show that the position
angle of the Ðeld in the plane of the sky varies by D60¡. This
suggests that the angle between the magnetic Ðeld and the
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line of sight also varies by a similar amount. Therefore, it is
highly implausible that the magnetic Ðelds in all of these
cores are nearly completely perpendicular to the line of
sight. However, because it might be difficult to completely
exclude this possibility, et al. cautiouslyCrutcher (1993)
avoided concluding that these cores are not magnetically
subcritical. On the other hand, et al. con-Heiles (1993)
cluded that B1 is magnetically supercritical.

et al. made CN Zeeman observations ofCrutcher (1996)
two molecular cloud cores with negative results. The upper
limits they obtained for the line-of-sight components of the
magnetic Ðelds are signiÐcantly smaller than both the criti-
cal Ðeld strengths and the strengths expected for the
assumption of internal motion at the Alfve� n speed, suggest-
ing that these cores are magnetically supercritical and that
the velocity dispersions in them are not caused by hydro-
magnetic wave motion.

3. VIRIAL EQUILIBRIA OF CLOUD CORES

So far, no molecular cloud cores have been obser-
vationally conÐrmed to be magnetically subcritical. In addi-
tion, the physical considerations in °° and almost2.2 2.3
completely exclude the possibility that a considerable frac-
tion of the observed cores is magnetically subcritical. There-
fore, it is worth studying the formation of even low-mass
stars in magnetically supercritical cloud cores.

To extract the essence of the problem, we adopt a simple
approach based on the virial equation. Because there are
two parameters, R and Z, characterizing the sizes of the
cloud core in equations and we need another equa-(1) (6),
tion that may give a relation between R and Z. There may
be some possibilities. One possibility is to assume either
that Z/R is constant because the observed molecular cloud
cores are generally not highly Ñattened or that Z/R does not
change much. Another possibility is that because the force
balance along magnetic Ðeld lines is attained rather easily,
we could assume that the force balance always holds in the
z-direction. In the latter case, we shall Ðnd that Z/R in
magnetohydrostatic equilibrium is independent of M and

(and hence of R) for a given value of Thus theP
s

'/'cr.former case is included in the latter one as long as the
equilibrium states are considered. We begin with the latter
case.

3.1. Cores in Force Balance along Magnetic Field L ines
The force balance in the z-direction can be expressed by

Although we have introduced two param-equation (10).
eters and in this equation, they appear only in the forma

z
foThus they can actually be regarded as a single param-a

z
/fo.eter. Elimination of Z from equations and gives(9) (10)

o
o
s
\ 1 ] 3a

z
GM2

4nfo R4P
s
, (15)

where

o
s
\ P

s
Ceff2 (16)

is the density at the surface of the cloud core in pressure
balance with the surrounding medium. After neglecting the
term with in because R is usually signiÐ-R/R0 equation (6)
cantly smaller than in a magnetically supercritical cloudR0core (another justiÐcation for this assumption will appear at
the end of and eliminating Z from equations° 3.1) (6), (9),

and we have another expression for the virial equation,(10),

1
2

d2I
dt2 \ 3Ceff2 M

A
1 ] 4nfo R4P

s
3a

z
GM2

B~1 [ aeff
GM2

R

4 F1(R) , (17)

where

aeff \ a
C
1 [

A '
'cr

B2D
(18)

is the coefficient for the e†ective gravity perpendicular to
the mean direction of magnetic Ðeld (the r-direction) diluted
by the magnetic force.

shows the virial theorem function given byFigure 1 F1(R)
as a function of being the radius atequation (17) R/Rcr (Rcrthe critical state ; see below) for several values ofeq. [20] P

s
.

The cloud core takes an equilibrium state at ForF1(R) \ 0.
Ðxed values of M, and there is a critical valueCeff, aeff, Pcr(1)for the pressure of the surrounding medium, aboveP

s
,

which no equilibrium states exit. This is obtained from
asF1\ dF1/dR\ 0

Pcr(1)\
a
z
GM2

4nfoRcr4
\ a

z
4nfo aeff4 G3M2

A9
4

Ceff2
B4

, (19)

where

Rcr \
4aeff GM

9Ceff2 . (20)

is essentially the same as equation (2.21) ofEquation (19)
For there is only one equilibriumNakano (1984). P

s
\ Pcr(1),state with radius For there are twoR\Rcr. 0 \ P

s
\ Pcr(1),equilibrium states for a given value of It is easily con-P

s
.

FIG. 1.ÈVirial theorem function for magnetically supercritical clouds
in which balance holds between gravitational and pressure forces along the
mean direction of magnetic Ðeld. Each curve is labeled with the surface
pressure in units of the critical pressure given by TheP

s
Pcr(1) eq. (19).

abscissa is the cloud radius R in units of the radius at the critical state Rcrgiven by eq. (20).
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Ðrmed that when the gas behaves isothermally (Ceff \constant) for perturbations, the equilibrium state with the
larger radius is stable, and the one with smaller radius is
unstable. When we have d2I/dt2\ 0 for any R,P

s
[ Pcr(1),and hence the cloud core contracts dynamically.

The radius R and the mean density o of the cloud core in
equilibrium are determined as functions of BecauseP

s
.

these are two-valued functions, it is convenient to represent
the equilibrium state through a parameter the densityo/o

s
,

contrast of the core. Equations and together with(15) (20)
in giveF1(R) \ 0 equation (17)

R
Rcr

\ 3
4
A
1 [ o

s
o
B~1

. (21)

Substitution of into with the aidequation (21) equation (15)
of equations and gives(19) (20)

P
s

Pcr(1)
\ 256

27
o
s

o
A
1 [ o

s
o
B3

. (22)

In the critical equilibrium state with forR\Rcr P
s
\ Pcr(1),the mean density takes a critical value

ocr\ 4o
s
, (23)

as seen from equations and Note that if the radius(21) (22).
and the surface pressure of the cloud core are represented in
units of their critical values and the mean density in units of
the density at the surface, the equilibrium state does noto

s
,

explicitly depend on the parameters M, andCeff, aeff, az
, fo,as seen in equations and(21), (22), (23).

From together with equations andequation (10) (16), (20),
we have(21),

Z
R

\ fo aeff
3a

z
. (24)

This can also be obtained from by takingequation (11)
Thus, in the equilibrium states, Z/R is a constantR/R0> 1.

irrespective of M, R, and as long as is Ðxed.Ceff '/'crWithout a magnetic Ðeld, or at the cloud in'/'cr\ 0,
hydrostatic equilibrium must be spherical with R\ Z (we
have neglected the e†ect of cloud rotation), and therefore

Thus, recommendsaeff \ a \ a
z
. equation (24) fo B 3.

Because always holds ; this validates theaeff [ a
z
, Z[R

assumption that the cloud core is oblate, which has been
made in deriving the expression of the gravity term in

means that when orequation (1). Equation (24) aeff D a
z
,

when the magnetic force is not very important compared
with the gravity, the cloud cores in equilibrium are not
highly Ñattened, or ZD R, irrespective of M and Ceff.In deriving from we haveequation (17) equation (6),
neglected the term compared with unity. This is aR/R0good approximation for cloud cores with ('/'cr)2> 1.
Nearly critical cloud cores with may have'/'cr B 1

If such a core is in a medium of it con-RBR0. P
s
D Pcr(1),tracts because gives d2I/dt2\ 0, and itequation (6)

approaches a situation where and henceR/R0> 1 equation
hold. Thus gives the critical surface pres-(17) equation (19)

sure even for the cores with as long as they are'B'crmagnetically supercritical.

3.2. Cores with Fixed Z/R
So far we have assumed that the force balance holds in

the z-direction between the pressure and the gravity. More
simply, we may also be able to assume that Z/R is con-
stant irrespective of R. In this case, by introducing a new

parameter,

f
z
\Z

R
, (25)

we can rewrite the virial asequation (6)

1
2

d2I
dt2 \ 3Ceff2 M [ aeff

GM2
R

[ 4nR3P
s
f
z
4 F2(R) . (26)

We have also neglected the term with The virialR/R0.
theorem function in this case is the same as thoseF2(R)
shown in Figure 1 of for nonmagnetic spher-Nakano (1984)
ical clouds if the dimensionless coefficient a for the gravity
in the abscissa is replaced with the e†ective coefficient aeffand is slightly modiÐed to in below.Pcr Pcr(2) equation (27)
Although the physical states of the cores in virial equi-
librium can be obtained from in a similar wayequation (26)
as in the above case, they can also be obtained by slightly
modifying the results of the above case. We have found in
the above case that Z/R in equilibrium is independent of R.
We do not have the parameters and in the present case.a

z
foBy eliminating these parameters from byequation (19)

using equations and we obtain the critical surface(24) (25),
pressure in the present case,

Pcr(2)\
aeff GM2
12nf

z
Rcr4

\ 1
12nf

z
aeff3 G3M2

A9
4

Ceff2
B4

. (27)

The critical radius in this case is the same as inRcr equation
because it contains neither nor The radius R and(20) a

z
fo.the surface pressure in the equilibrium state are given asP

sfunctions of the density contrast by equations ando/o
s

(21)
respectively, with instead of The mean density(22), Pcr(2) Pcr(1).at the critical state in this case is also given by equation (23).

From the virial theorem for spherical magnetic clouds,
obtained an expression for the critical surfaceSpitzer (1968)

pressure almost the same as with By comparingPcr(2) f
z
\ 1.

the expression of with some numerical cloudSpitzer (1968)
models, & Spitzer estimated theMouschovias (1976)
numerical coefficient for this expression. From the analysis
of the Gibbs free energy for spherical magnetic clouds,

et al. obtained the critical surface pressureTomisaka (1988)
similar to with and estimated the numericalPcr(2), f

z
\ 1,

coefficient for this expression by comparison with their
numerical cloud models.

3.3. Comparison with Bonnor-Ebert Isothermal Spheres
The above results can be compared with the character-

istics of nonmagnetic, isothermal, spherical clouds investi-
gated by and For the so-calledEbert (1955) Bonnor (1956).
Bonnor-Ebert isothermal cloud of given mass M and sound
speed there is a critical value for theC

s
\ (kBT /kmH)1@2,

surface pressure given byP
s

PcrBE\ 0.685
4nG3M2

A9
4

C
s
2
B4

, (28)

above which no equilibrium states exist. The cloud in equi-
librium with has a radiusP

s
\PcrBE

RcrBE\ 0.924
4GM
9C

s
2 . (29)

is in agreement with equations andEquation (28) (19) (27),
and with except for the dimen-equation (29) equation (20),
sionless coefficients and the di†erence between andC

s
Ceff.
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For there is at least one equilibrium state ; theP
s
\ PcrBE,number of equilibrium states depends on the value of
For a given value of the equilibrium stateP

s
/PcrBE. P

s
/PcrBE,with the lowest density contrast (central density o

c
/density

at the surface or mean density is stable, and theo
s
, o/o

s
)

other equilibrium states are unstable as long as the gas
behaves isothermally to perturbations. This is the same as
with the characteristics of the magnetic clouds obtained
above from the virial equation. The critical equilibrium
state for has the density contrast andP

s
\PcrBE o

c
/o

s
B 14.0

The latter is in fairly good agreement with theo/o
s
B 2.46.

virial theorem result, shown inocr/os
\ 4, equation (23).

shows the density contrast for the virialFigure 2 o/o
stheorem clouds (labeled ““ VT ÏÏ) and for the Bonnor-Ebert

isothermal spheres (labeled ““ BE ÏÏ) as a function of the
surface pressure the abscissa is normalized to the criticalP

s
;

pressure given by equations and appro-Pcr, (19), (27), (28),
priate to each curve. The curve for virial theorem clouds has
been obtained from In both curves, the stableequation (22).
branches are shown as solid lines and the unstable ones as
dashed lines. The curve for virial theorem clouds applies not
only to magnetic clouds with force balance in the z-
direction and those with constant but also to non-f

z
\

magnetic spherical clouds that are a special case of f
z
\ 1

and The di†erences are only in the normal-aeff \ a
z
\ a.

ization factor in the abscissa.Pcrshows the radius of the cloud, for theFigure 3 R/Rcr,virial theorem clouds (““ VT ÏÏ) and for the Bonnor-Ebert
isothermal spheres (““ BE ÏÏ) as a function of the normalized
surface pressure The former has been obtained fromP

s
/Pcr.equations and In both curves, the stable branches(21) (22).

are shown as solid lines and the unstable ones as dashed
lines. As in the curve for the virial theorem cloudsFigure 2,
also applies to nonmagnetic spherical clouds.

In Figures and the stable branches are similar2 3,
between the virial theorem clouds and the Bonnor-Ebert
isothermal spheres, but the unstable branches deviate grad-

FIG. 2.ÈDensity contrast (ratio of the mean density o to the density at
the surface of the virial theorem clouds (““ VT ÏÏ) and the Bonnor-Eberto

s
)

isothermal clouds (““ BE ÏÏ) as a function of the surface pressure TheP
s
.

abscissa is normalized to the critical surface pressure which is given byPcr,eqs. and The stable branches are shown as solid lines and the(19), (27), (28).
unstable ones as dashed lines.

FIG. 3.ÈCloud radius R as a function of the surface pressure for theP
svirial theorem clouds (““ VT ÏÏ) and the Bonnor-Ebert isothermal clouds

(““ BE ÏÏ). The ordinate is normalized to the radius at the critical state Rcr,given by eqs. and and the abscissa is normalized to the critical(20) (29),
surface pressure given by eqs. and The stable branchesPcr (19), (27), (28).
are shown as solid lines and the unstable ones as dashed lines.

ually from each other with distance from the individual
critical states at The isothermal sphereP

s
/Pcr \ 1.

approaches a self-similar structure with density Pr~2,
where r is the distance from the center, and spirals into a
point in and a point(P

s
/Pcr + 0.455, o/o

s
\ 3.0) Figure 2

in The virial(P
s
/Pcr + 0.455, R/Rcr + 1.22) Figure 3.

theorem cannot describe such detailed structure that does
not have any characteristic length scale. However, the virial
theorem can give good results not only for the stable states
but also for the unstable states not very far from the critical
state.

4. ONSET OF DYNAMICAL CONTRACTION

4.1. Critical Pressure and Ambient Pressure
The critical surface pressures and given by equa-Pcr(1) Pcr(2)tions and respectively, can be rewritten numeri-(19) (27),

cally as

Pcr(1)
kB

\ 2.7] 105 a
z

aeff4
A3
fo

BA10 M
_

M
B2

]
A Ceff
0.4 km s~1

B8
cm~3 K (30)

and

Pcr(2)
kB

\ 2.7] 105 1
aeff3
A1
f
z

BA10 M
_

M
B2

]
A Ceff
0.4 km s~1

B8
cm~3 K . (31)

Although one may imagine that decreases steeply withPcrthe core mass in proportion to M~2, the observations show
that the internal velocity dispersion of a cloud core tends to
increase with the core mass. et al. foundTatematsu (1993)
that for 125 cloud cores in the Orion A molecular cloud, the
width (FWHM) of the CS (J \ 1È0) line can be approx-
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imated as for the core mass*v\ 0.43(M/1 M
_

)0.23kms~1
M, estimated from the CS line intensity, between about 10
and 2] 103 the internal velocity dispersion of theM

_
;

cores is distributed within a factor of D2 around this
relationship. et al. obtained a similar relation-Bally (1987)
ship km s~1 for 15 13CO clumps in*v\ 0.54(M/1 M

_
)0.25

the Orion molecular cloud with M between about 20 and
2 ] 103 which are larger in size and less dense than theM

_
,

cores described by et al.Tatematsu (1993). Larson (1981)
also found a relation km s~1 for a*v\ 0.57(M/M

_
)0.20

large variety of regions. With the line width (FWHM) *v of
a molecule whose mass is much larger than that of an H2molecule, the e†ective sound velocity is given by

Ceff \
C
C

s
2] (*v)2

8 ln 2
D1@2

, (32)

with the isothermal sound velocity C
s
\

0.19(T /10 K)1@2(2.3/k)1@2 km s~1.
shows the critical surface pressure given byFigure 4 Pcr(1)equations and as a function of the core mass M.(19) (30)

The solid lines are for with the mean turbulent velocityCeff*v obtained by et al. for the cores inTatematsu (1993)
Orion A and cited above for the two cases of the tem-
perature T \ 10 and 20 K. The dashed lines are for the
cases with *v\ 0. The cloud cores that have internal veloc-
ity dispersions 2 times larger than the above relationship
have 2.5 orders of magnitude higher than that shown inPcr(1) except at very small M. With the above empiricalFigure 4
relation for *v, depends only slightly on M at M ?Pcr(1)10 where also holds exactly whenM

_
, Ceff2 ? C

s
2. Figure 4

the ordinate is replaced with Pcr(2)/(kB/aeff3 f
z
).

It is important to estimate the pressure of the mediumP
sin which cloud cores are embedded. The column density NH(by number of Hydrogen nuclei) is proportional to the color

excess E(B[V ) by cm~2 mag~1NH/E(B[V ) B 5.8] 1021

FIG. 4.ÈCritical surface pressure given by eqs. and as aPcr(1) (19) (30)
function of the core mass M. The solid lines are for with the meanCeffturbulent velocity *v\ 0.43(M/1 km s~1 obtained for the cloudM

_
)0.23

cores in the Orion A molecular cloud et al. for the two(Tatematsu 1993)
cases of the temperature T \ 10 and 20 K. The dashed lines are without
turbulence for the cases of T \ 10 and 20 K. This Ðgure also holds exactly
when the ordinate is replaced with which is given by eqs.Pcr(2)/(kB/aeff3 f

z
),

and(27) (31).

et al. With a standard relation(Bohlin 1978). A
V

B
3.1E(B[V ) (see, e.g., & Mathis we have theSavage 1979)
column density by mass g cm~2 for the&0B 0.0043 A

Vmass fraction of hydrogen, 0.73. Therefore, a cloud of visual
extinction in virial equilibrium has a mean internal pres-A

Vsure (the surface pressure on the embedded cores unlessP
sthey are located near the cloud surface) given by

P
s

kB
B

G&02
kB

B 8.0] 104
A A

V
3 mag

B2
cm~3 K . (33)

Because the 13CO clumps identiÐed in the Orion molecu-
lar cloud by et al. are signiÐcantly larger andBally (1987)
less dense than the cloud cores in Orion A identiÐed by

et al. some of the cores may be embeddedTatematsu (1993),
in these clumps. From the masses, sizes, and internal veloc-
ity dispersions of the clumps, we estimate the pressure in the
clumps to be cm~3 K except in the clumpP

s
/kBB 104È106

containing BN/KL and in the clump close to this, which
have higher pressure enhanced probably by the activities of
the young massive stars.

Comparing the curves in with andFigure 4 equation (33)
the internal pressures of the et al. clumps men-Bally (1987)
tioned above and considering that some cloud cores have
*v somewhat larger or smaller than those given by the
above relationship, we infer that a signiÐcant fraction of the
cloud cores in Orion A are in magnetohydrostatic equi-
librium with and that others are contractingP

s
\Pcrdynamically with P

s
[Pcr.The existence of the critical surface pressure suggests that

there are several processes that can put the cloud cores in
equilibrium to dynamical contraction. For example, when
the pressure of the medium around a cloud core isP

senhanced above the critical value by passage of shockPcrwaves, disturbances by the activities of newly born stars in
the vicinity, etc., the cloud core begins to contract dynami-
cally. In this way, so-called induced star formation occurs in
the cloud cores. The expression also suggests some pro-Pcrcesses that can lead the cores to spontaneous star forma-
tion, which we shall discuss in the following subsections.

4.2. Dissipation of Turbulence and Waves
Equations and show that is very sensitive to(19) (27) PcrMany molecular cloud cores show the line widths ofCeff.various molecular lines that correspond to the random

velocities not very far from the virial velocity. Such random
motion is usually supersonic except in cores of very small
masses and is interpreted as turbulence and/or hydro-
magnetic wave motion. Turbulence in cloud cores dissipates
in several times the free-fall time of the cores if there are no
sources to drive it & Pumphrey(Scalo 1982 ; Elmegreen

Hydromagnetic waves also dissipate because of the1985).
friction between neutral molecules and ions &(Kulsrud
Pearce & Max & Josafatsson1969 ; Arons 1975 ; Zweibel

As shown in the Appendix, the dissipation time of1983). tdisthe waves in cloud cores is smaller than the free-fall time if
the cores are well shielded from the interstellar UV radi-
ation and ionized mainly by cosmic rays unless ('/'cr)2>
1. To excite the hydromagnetic waves and turbulence by
disturbances from the outside takes at least the crossing
time of the waves, across the core. As shown in thetcross,Appendix, unless is signiÐcantly larger('/'cr)2> 1, tcrossthan and the waves cannot be excited if the core istdisshielded from UV radiation ; for the waves to be excited, or
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for to hold, the ionization fraction must be moretcross \ tdisthan 102 times higher than in the cores shielded from UV
radiation. If the wave motion must be super-('/'cr)2> 1,
sonic and super-Alfve� nic, and shock dissipation must occur
on a timescale much shorter than the ordinary dissipation
time of the waves, Therefore, such waves would not betdis.excited even in the cores with ('/'cr)2> 1.

As shown in most of the cloud cores in the Orion A° 2.3,
et al. and Taurus et al.(Tatematsu 1993) (Mizuno 1994)

molecular clouds are thick enough to be relatively well
shielded from UV radiation. Thus it is implausible that
many cloud cores have ionization fractions more than 102
times higher than those of the cores shielded from UV radi-
ation. Therefore, in most cloud cores, and, hence,Ceff Pcrdecrease with time because no sources to drive turbulence
exist before protostars form in them. When becomesPcrsmaller than the pressure of the surrounding medium, theP

score begins collapsing. In this way, spontaneous star forma-
tion occurs. The time required for this type of star forma-
tion is therefore the dissipation time of the turbulence,
which is several times the free-fall time of the cloud core.

Because the critical surface pressure is proportional toPcrM~2 and the turbulence tends to have a higher fractional
contribution to in the cores of larger M, cloud cores ofCeffhigher mass can begin dynamical collapse in an earlier stage
of turbulence dissipation ; cores of lower mass must dissi-
pate the turbulence to a higher degree before they begin
dynamical contraction.

4.3. Magnetic Flux L oss
Cores of very small mass may not be able to begin

dynamical contraction even when turbulence has com-
pletely dissipated if they have a very small or have 'aeffvery close to Such a core in magnetohydrostatic equi-'cr.librium can lose magnetic Ñux mainly from its central part
by ambipolar di†usion & Spitzer By mag-(Mestel 1956).
netic Ñux loss, in the central part of the core increases,aeffand as a result decreases according to equations andPcr (19)

Finally, when falls to the pressure of the surround-(27). Pcring medium the core begins to collapse. This may beP
s
,

another way of spontaneous star formation. Because the
e-folding time of magnetic Ñux by this process, is largert

B
,

than in cloud cores of ordinary density (see, e.g.,10tff Nishi
et al. see also below), the contraction of magneti-1991 ; ° 5.1
cally subcritical condensations induced by ambipolar di†u-
sion proceeds quasi-statically and takes a time asBt

B
,

found by many authors (Nakano 1979, 1982, 1983, 1984 ;
& Shu Ikeuchi, & NakamuraLizano 1989 ; Tomisaka,

& Mouschovias & Mouschovias1990 ; Fiedler 1993 ; Ciolek
& Mouschovias et al. In1994 ; Basu 1994 ; SaÐer 1997).

contrast, in magnetically supercritical condensations, only a
slight loss of magnetic Ñux is required to decrease toPcr P

sbecause depends sharply on ' around ThePcr 'B'cr.time required for this is therefore much smaller than andt
Bhence is not much longer than the free-fall time if the cores

are shielded from UV radiation. Therefore, the time
required for star formation in such cores would not be
much di†erent from the dissipation time of the initial turbu-
lence.

However, the decrease of is efficient only when 'aeffis initially very close to The probability that'cr.might be very low, as suggested by the1 [ ('/'cr)2> 1
discussion on the condensations in molecular clouds in
° 2.2.

There is an upper bound to at it does notaeff ; '/'cr \ 12,
deviate much from the limiting value at as seen'/'cr> 1,
from Therefore, cores of extremely small massequation (18).
may not be able to contract dynamically even when the
turbulence has been dissipated and the magnetic Ñux has
decreased far below Such cores cannot begin dynamical'cr.contraction unless, by some mechanism, the external pres-
sure rises above the rather high critical pressure Pcr.

4.4. Contraction Due to Dissipation of Turbulence and Waves
As turbulence and hydromagnetic waves in the core dissi-

pate, increases (assuming that the external pressureP
s
/Pcris kept constant). As a result, the density contrastP

s
o/o

sincreases according to and along the solid lineequation (22)
labeled ““ VT ÏÏ in and hence decreasesFigure 2, R/Rcraccording to along the solid line VT inequation (21) Figure

Because increases as decreases, as seen from3. o
s

Ceffthe increase of o is more remarkable than theequation (16),
increase of Although increases as turbulence ando/o

s
. Rcrwaves dissipate, as shows, R decreases, as seenequation (20)

from the increase of the mean density o ; Z/R is kept con-
stant as can be conÐrmed from because isequation (24) aeffinsensitive to ' unless and ' hardly changes in the'B'crdissipation time of turbulence. Finally, when falls toPcr P

s
,

the core begins to collapse.
shows this process of contraction. The abscissaFigure 5

is the e†ective sound velocity normalized to the e†ec-Cefftive sound velocity at the stage when the core begins toCeffcol
collapse, when has decreased to The solid line showsPcr P

s
.

FIG. 5.ÈContraction of the cloud cores induced by dissipation of turb-
ulence up to the stage when the cores begin dynamical contraction, when
the critical surface pressure falls to the external pressure acting onPcr P

sthe core surface. The abscissa is the e†ective sound velocity normalizedCeffto the e†ective sound velocity at the stage when the cores begin toCeffcol
collapse and holds. The solid line shows the variation of the meanPcr\ P

sdensity of the core o normalized to the mean density at the stage atocolwhich The dotted line is the variation of The dashed linePcr \P
s
. o/o

s
.

shows the variation of the core radius R normalized to the radius atRcolthe stage at which Pcr \P
s
.
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the mean density of the core, o, normalized to the mean
density at the stage when the core begins collapsing.ocolThe dashed line shows the radius R of the core normalized
to the radius at the stage at which The dottedRcol Pcr\ P

s
.

line shows A cloud core that initially haso/o
s
. Ceff \ 2Ceffcol,

for example, must increase its mean density by a factor of 15
and decrease its radius by a factor of 2.5 before it begins
collapsing.

From the observations of the cloud cores in the Taurus
molecular cloud, et al. found that the coresMizuno (1994)
associated with IRAS sources tend to have mean densities
an order of magnitude higher and radii a factor of D3
smaller than do the cores without IRAS sources. It is to be
noted that these density and radius contrasts between the
two groups of cores are consistent with the results described
above and shown in even if the central part of aFigure 5 ;
core is collapsing, the size and the mean density of the core
must not change much and must be nearly equal to those it
had when it began collapsing. The average line width of the
cores with IRAS sources is larger by 30% than that of the
cores without IRAS emission et al. The line(Mizuno 1994).
widths of the cores with IRAS sources may have been
enhanced by the dynamical contraction of their central
parts (M. Hayashi 1997, private communication) or by
bipolar outÑows from the embedded young stellar objects,
despite the dissipation of the initial turbulence.

5. MAGNETICALLY SUBCRITICAL CONDENSATIONS

IN CLOUDS

We conÐrmed in that the observed cloud cores are° 2
magnetically supercritical and investigated in °° and the3 4
equilibrium states of such cores and the processes of star
formation in them. On the other hand, it is not easy to deny
the existence of magnetically subcritical condensations
embedded in molecular clouds. If they exist, their column
density & can hardly be higher than the column density of
the cloud, as shown in Therefore, it may be diffi-&0, ° 2.2.
cult to observe them unless we use the lines of the molecules
that can be signiÐcantly excited in them but not as excited
in the ambient medium. In this section, we investigate the
evolution of magnetically subcritical condensations embed-
ded in molecular clouds.

5.1. Evolution of Magnetically Subcritical Condensations in
Molecular Clouds

Because the medium in which the condensations are
embedded has a pressure determined from theP

s
BG&02equilibrium condition of the cloud unless they are located

near the cloud surface, and because &B M/nR2B 2oZ,
givesequation (10)

Ceff2 o BP
s
]naz

2fo
G&2 B P

s

C
1 ] naz

2fo

A &
&0

B2D
. (34)

Thus the condensations with are conÐned by pres-&2>&02sure and have almost uniform density as long as isCeffuniform in each condensation. If we consider the e†ect of
external pressure on the molecular cloud, is somewhatP

shigher and the condensations are more highly conÐned by
pressure. Such condensations may grow (enhance &) by
ambipolar di†usion & Spitzer In this growth,(Mestel 1956).
the density is kept constant as long as & is considerably
smaller than and therefore the growth is the change of&0,the shape, decreasing R and increasing Z, i.e., decreasing the
degree of oblateness R/Z. As seen from equations and(2)

the Ðeld strength B in the condensation is nearly equal(11),
to the Ðeld strength in the cloud as long as ' is some-B0what larger than 'cr.We estimate the timescale of such growth due to ambi-
polar di†usion. For any cloud conÐguration with whatever
charged particles (various ions, electrons, and grains of
various size and charge) are contained in the cloud and
whatever the strength of their coupling with the cloudÏs
magnetic Ðeld, the drift velocity of magnetic Ðeld is parallel
to the magnetic force & Umebay-(Nakano 1984 ; Nakano
ashi The term with in1986). ('/'cr)2(1[ R/R0) equation (6)
corresponds to the magnetic force. In an equilibrium state,
the magnetic force per unit volume can be rewritten in
terms of the other forces as

Fmag B
aGM
R2 o

A
1 [ 3

fo

a
z

a
Z
R
B

(35)

with the aid of equations and the Ðrst term on the(9) (10) ;
right-hand side of the equation is the gravitational force,
and the second term is the pressure force corrected for the
surface pressure.

For the moment, we consider only the ion-neutral colli-
sions as a source of the frictional force between neutral and
charged particles. When the ions are nearly completely
frozen in to the magnetic Ðeld as is the case in molecular
clouds of ordinary density, the frictional force per unit
volume is given by

Ffric B n
i
n
n
SpvTm

n
v
B

, (36)

where and are number densities of ions and neutral gasn
i

n
nparticles, respectively, is the mean mass of neutralm

n
\ kmHgas particles, SpvT B 1.5] 10~9 cm3 s~1 is the collision

rate coefficient for molecular gas of cosmic abundances
averaged for the velocity distribution of colliding particles

and is the drift velocity of the magnetic(Nakano 1984), v
BÐeld relative to the neutrals. In we haveequation (36),

assumed that the mean mass of the ions is much largerm
ithan as is usually the case in molecular clouds. Becausem

n
,

we can regard that the ions drift at their terminal velocity,
by equating and we haveFmag Ffric

v
B
B V

B

A
1 [ 3

fo

a
z

a
Z
R
B

, (37)

where We have chosenV
B
\ aGM/(R2n

i
SpvT). n

n
m

n
\ o

because of the low ionization fraction.
When we take into account the interaction of charged

grains with the magnetic Ðeld and the frictional force
between charged grains and neutral gas particles, the
expression for in is modiÐed. This modiÐ-V

B
equation (37)

cation is complicated because charged grains are not always
strongly coupled with magnetic Ðeld. Taking into account
the e†ect of incompleteness of the freezing of even ions and
electrons to magnetic Ðeld, and &Nakano (1984) Nakano
Umebayashi obtained a general expression(1986)

V
B
\ A1

A
aGo
R2 , (38)

where A\A12] A22, A1\ &l(ol ul2/ql)l2), A2\
and and are the&l(ol ul/ql2)l2), )l2\ ul2] ql~2, ol, ul, qlmass density, cyclotron frequency, and viscous damping

time, respectively, of charged particle l. When ions are
frozen in to the magnetic Ðeld and the contribu-(q

i
u

i
? 1)

tion of charged grains in connecting the magnetic Ðeld with
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the neutral gas particles is negligible compared with that of
ions (because of, e.g., a signiÐcantly high ionization fraction
and a weak magnetic Ðeld with where the sub-o q

g
u

g
o> 1,

script g is for grains, etc.), reduces to theequation (38)
expression for given just below althoughV

B
equation (37) ;

electrons are also frozen in because theiro q
e
u

e
o? q

i
u

i
? 1,

contribution can be neglected in comparison with that of
ions.

The magnetic Ñux ' of the condensation changes with
time according to

1
'

d'
dt

\ [ 2v
B

R
\ [ 1

tü
B

4Z
R
A
1 [ 3

fo

a
z

a
Z
R
B

, (39)

where

tü
B
\ A

A1

3
2naGo2 . (40)

Because and is nearly equal to a, we can approx-fo B 3 a
zimate the part containing Z/R in asequation (39)

4(Z/R)(1[ Z/R), which is accurate at Z/RB 1 and whose
error decreases as Z/R decreases at somewhat small Z/R.
This takes a maximum value of 1 at Because theZ/R\ 12.
values of o and B of the condensation are kept constant
during the Ñux loss as long as ' is considerably larger than

is also kept constant. Therefore, gives a minimum'cr, tü
B

tü
Bvalue of the (instantaneous) e-folding time of the magnetic

Ñux, For Z/R> 1, is much largert
B
4 [(d ln '/dt)~1. t

Bthan For ZB R, is also much larger than becausetü
B
. t

B
tü
B
,

in such a situation, the pressure force nearly balances the
gravitational force not only along the magnetic Ðeld lines
but also across them, and therefore the magnetic force
almost vanishes as in a nearly uniform magnetic Ðeld.

To calculate we need the densities of various chargedtü
B
,

particles. As an example, we show in the abun-Figure 6
dances of various charged particles as functions of the
density The gas is assumed to have the chemical com-nH.
position expected in the interstellar clouds (for details see

& Nakano We have assumed that theUmebayashi 1990).
condensation is shielded from UV radiation and that the
gas is ionized by cosmic rays whose intensity has been
chosen so as to give the ionization rate of an molecule,H21 ] 10~17 s~1. In addition to various gas-phase reactions,
we have considered recombination of ions and electrons at
grain surfaces. We have assumed that 20% of carbon and
oxygen and 2% of metallic elements are in the gas phase
and the rest in grains, and we adopted the power-law size
distribution of grains proposed by Rumpl, & Nor-Mathis,
dsieck hereafter for(1977; MRN), dn

g
/da

g
\CnH a~3.5,

grain radius between nm and nma
g

a
g
min\ 10 a

g
max \ 250

with C\ 1.5] 10~25 cm2.5 & Lee(MRN; Draine 1984 ;
We have set the gas temperature T \ 10 K.Mathis 1986).

The other details are essentially the same as in et al.Nishi
In gx, M`, and m` stand for grains of(1991). Figure 6,

charge x, metallic ions, and molecular ions other than H2`and respectively. Although the grains of some chargeH3`,
states other than those shown in this Ðgure have also been
taken into account, their abundances are too low to appear
in the Ðgure.

Because the grain-surface recombination of ions and elec-
trons is important in determining the densities of various
ions, we have investigated several grain models. Figure 7
shows the total ion density for four grain models. Threen

iare on grains without ice mantles with the size dis-MRN

FIG. 6.ÈAbundances of various charged particles in cloud cores and
condensations as functions of The gas is assumed to have the chemicalnH.
composition expected in the interstellar clouds (for details, see Umebayashi
& Nakano The cores and condensations are assumed to be shielded1990).
from UV radiation but are thin enough to be penetrated by cosmic rays.
The cosmic ray intensity is chosen so as to give the ionization rate of anH2molecule as 1] 10~17 s~1. It is assumed that 20% of carbon and oxygen
and 2% of metallic elements are in the gas phase and the rest are in grains
and that grains have the size distribution for radius betweenMRN a

gnm and nm. The gas temperature is chosen to bea
g
min \ 10 a

g
max \ 250

T \ 10 K. Each line is labeled with the corresponding particle name: gx,
M`, and m` stand for grains of charge x, metallic ions, and molecular ions
other than and respectively.H2` H3`,

tribution with 5, and 10 nm is Ðxed to 250a
g
min\ 2, (a

g
max

nm). Because the 3 km water-ice features are observed in the
spectra of stars with mag et al. weA

V
Z 3.3 (Whittet 1988),

have also investigated ice-mantled grains with the assump-
tion that grains have an distribution with respect toMRN
core radii between 10 and 250 nm and have ice mantles of
thickness 27 nm. The dotted line shows the ion density for
this case but almost overlaps the line for the case of 5 to 250
nm grains without ice mantles. The other details are the
same as in For all cases, the ionization fraction isFigure 6.
well approximated by at least in the densityn

i
/nH P nH~0.6,

range cm~3. The total ion density and the103[ nH [ 105
charge state of grains are not very sensitive to the depletion
degree of heavy elements from the gas phase, as shown by

& NakanoUmebayashi (1990).
If ions are frozen in to the magnetic Ðeld and the contri-

bution of charged grains to connecting the magnetic Ðeld
with neutral gas particles is negligible, intü

B
equation (40)

reduces to

tü
B
\ 3l

i
2naGo

o
i

o
, (41)

which is determined only by the ionization fraction o
i
/o,

irrespective of the e†ective sound velocity the ÐeldCeff,strength B, and the density o because In general,l
i
Po.
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FIG. 7.ÈTotal ion density in cloud cores and condensations as an
ifunction of for four cases of the grain model. The cores and conden-nHsations are assumed to be shielded from UV radiation and ionized by

cosmic rays, whose intensity has been chosen so as to give the ionization
rate of an molecule as 1 ] 10~17 s~1. Three cases of grains without iceH2mantles are shown; the size distribution with the minimum radiusMRN

5, and 10 nm (the maximum radius is Ðxed to 250 nm). Thea
g
min \ 2, a

g
max

dotted line shows for the case of ice-mantled grains with ann
i

MRN
distribution with respect to core radii between 10 and 250 nm with ice
mantles of thickness 27 nm, but this line nearly overlaps the line for grains
with nm without ice mantles.a

g
min \ 5

when some charged particles are not well frozen in, as is
usually the case for large grains, depends also on o and B.tü

BIn the numerical calculation of we taketü
B
,

BB B0B 2nCeff o1@2 '0
'cr0

. (42)

The last equality has been obtained from withequation (13)
shows as a function of theCeff2 o BP

s
B G&02. Figure 8 tü

Bdensity for km s~1 and for thenH Ceff \ 0.2 '0/'cr0 \ 0.707
same cases for the grain models as in three casesFigure 7 ;
are for grains without ice mantles and one is for ice-mantled
grains. We have used the coefficient of gravity a \ 1.0 in

The free-fall time is shownequation (40). tff \ (3n/32Go)1@2
by the dot-dashed line for comparison. We have also inves-
tigated several cases with between 0.2 and 1.0 km s~1Ceffand with between 0.707 and 0.25 and found that'0/'cr0 tü

Bis not very sensitive to these parameters, at least in these
ranges of the parameters and in the density range of Figure

et al. also showed that is not very sensitive8. Nishi (1991) tü
Bto the depletion degree of heavy elements from the gas

phase. In the wide range of the grain model, takes 10 totü
B102 times in this density range. If the condensation is nottffwell shielded from UV radiation, the ion density is much

higher than is shown in and hence is muchFigure 7, tü
Blarger than in Figure 8.

Interaction of charged grains with a magnetic Ðeld con-
tributes signiÐcantly to even in the density range oftü

BWhen this interaction is neglected for the case ofFigure 8.

FIG. 8.ÈCharacteristic timescale of magnetic Ñux loss, in magneti-tü
B
,

cally subcritical condensations embedded in a molecular cloud of magnetic
Ñux as a function of As shown in the text, gives the'0/'cr0\ 0.707 nH. tü

Bminimum value of the e-folding time of the magnetic Ñux, t
B
\

[(d ln '/dt)~1. The condensations are assumed to be shielded from UV
radiation and ionized by cosmic rays at a rate of 1 ] 10~17 s~1 for H2molecules. The e†ective sound velocity in the condensation is chosen to be

km s~1. The same grain models as in are adopted. TheCeff \ 0.2 Fig. 7
free-fall time is shown by the dot-dashed line for com-tff\ (3n/32Go)1@2
parison. It has been found that is rather insensitive to andtü

B
'0/'cr0 Ceff(see text).

the size distribution with nm, for example,MRN a
g
min\ 10

becomes smaller than the value shown by the solid line intü
B by a factor of 2.2 at though it isFigure 8 nH \ 1 ] 105cm~3,
smaller by less than 30% at cm~3. When anH \ 1 ] 104
condensation is not well shielded from UV radiation and
the ion density is much higher than those in inter-Figure 7,
action of charged grains with the magnetic Ðeld contributes
little to and holds in good approximation.tü

B
, equation (41)

For a given mass of the condensation, we have 'P (Z/
R)~2@3 as long as o and B are kept constant. Because istü

Balso kept constant under these circumstances, we can easily
integrate The time required to decrease ' byequation (39).
some speciÐed factor depends on the initial (or Ðnal) value
of Z/R and takes a minimum value at a certain initial (or
Ðnal) value of Z/R. For example, to decrease ' by factors of
2 and e takes at least and respectively. Thus,0.76tü

B
1.21tü

B
, tü

Bgives a good estimate of the minimum value of the time
required for a condensation to lose a signiÐcant fraction of
its magnetic Ñux. Because &\ M/nR2\ MB/', alsotü

Bgives the minimum value for the timescale of column
density increase.

Because the Ðeld strength B given by isequation (42)
independent of the Ñux of the condensation, does'/'cr tü

Bnot depend on as long as ' is considerably larger'/'crthan Moreover, the value of given by is'cr. tü
B

equation (40)
almost the same as the characteristic timescale of magnetic
Ñux loss from the central part of a magnetically critical
cloud obtained by setting in equation (22) ofB\ Bcr Nishi
et al. and the critical Ðeld given by equation (19)(1991), Bcr
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of Nishi et al. is nearly equal to B in as long asequation (42)
Therefore, the Ñux loss time is nearly indepen-'0/'cr0 D 1.

dent of at On the other hand, the charac-'/'cr '/'cr Z 1.
teristic Ñux loss time from the central part of a magnetically
supercritical cloud is obtained by multiplying('/'cr\ 1)
the right-hand side of by orequation (40) ('cr/')2 (Bcr/B)2,
as shown in equation (22) of Nishi et al. (see also &Nakano
Umebayashi 1986).

5.2. Comparison with Other Works on Magnetically
Subcritical Clouds

The evolution of magnetically subcritical condensations
described above is quite di†erent from some of the recent
results on the contraction of subcritical clouds via ambipol-
ar di†usion. In contrast to early works on quasi-static con-
traction that dealt with clouds that initially are barely
subcritical (Nakano most recent works1979, 1982, 1983),
assume highly subcritical initial states & Mouscho-(Fiedler
vias & Mouschovias & Mouscho-1993 ; Ciolek 1994 ; Basu
vias et al. For example, &1994 ; SaÐer 1997). Ciolek
Mouschovias made numerical simulations of model(1994)
clouds that initially have magnetic Ñux and are'\ 3.9'crunder external pressure in our notation) equal to nearly(P

s1/10 times the ““ gravitational pressure ÏÏ nG&2/2 at the
initial state, & being the column density of the cloud along
the mean direction of magnetic Ðeld, and found that the
clouds contract quasi-statically, enhancing the density in
their central parts. Highly magnetically subcritical clouds
under such low external pressure expand almost freely
unless they are immersed in a sufficiently strong external
magnetic Ðeld. In reality, the Ðgures of Ciolek & Mouscho-
vias show that the initial magnetic Ðeld is almost uniform
on the midplane of the cloud, and therefore it must initially
be almost uniform everywhere, as inferred from their
boundary condition that the magnetic Ðeld far away from
the cloud should be uniform with some speciÐed strength
and perpendicular to the midplane. In numerical simula-
tions with such boundary conditions, the magnetic Ðeld
lines are pinned at the outer boundaries of the computation
region, and hence the cloud can be in an equilibrium state
no matter how large its magnetic Ñux is.

However, molecular clouds are magnetically super-
critical, as shown by et al. and in TheMcKee (1993) ° 2.1.
clouds adopted by & Mouschovias initiallyCiolek (1994)
have nearly uniform magnetic Ðelds of about 35 kG.
Because this is much stronger than the Ðeld of several kG
expected in the di†use interstellar medium et al.(Davies

such clouds cannot be conÐned by the interstellar1963),
magnetic Ðeld. The initial Ðeld has a magnetic pressure of
about 3.5 ] 105 cm~3 K, which is much higher than the
pressure of the di†use interstellar medium (see Even if° 2).
such a high pressure were provided by the ambient medium,
it would contradict the low external pressure they assumed;
the discrepancy is by a factor of 150.

Magnetically subcritical condensations may be able to
exist in molecular clouds, as discussed in For '\° 5.1.

gives if the term3.9'cr, equation (14) &/&0B 0.29'0/'cr0with Z/R is neglected ; is even smaller for a nonzero&/&0Z/R. Because the cloud is magnetically supercritical
the column density & of such a condensation('0/'cr0\ 1),

is much lower than that of the cloud, Except near its&0.surfaces, the cloud has an internal pressure P
s
BG&02,which is more than an order of magnitude higher than the

gravitational pressure of this condensation, nG&2/2, and

thus more than 2 orders of magnitude higher than the exter-
nal pressure & Mouschovias assumed. Mag-Ciolek (1994)
netically subcritical condensations are conÐned by pressure
unless they are located very close to the cloud surface.

A magnetically subcritical condensation with low surface
pressure can exist only near the cloud surface. The surface
pressure can be smaller than the condensationÏs own gravi-
tational pressure only when it is located at a depth *&0\

from the cloud surface, or&2/4&0 *&0/&0 \ 0.02('0/'cr0)2for very close to the cloud surface.&/&0B 0.29'0/'cr0,Such condensations must be exposed to interstellar UV
radiation and must be extremely slow in contraction as
discussed in ° 2.3.

Star formation in such highly magnetically subcritical
condensations with low surface pressure faces another diffi-
culty. & Mouschovias see alsoCiolek (1994 ; Ciolek 1996)
found that a signiÐcant amount of grains are lost from the
central part of a cloud in the course of contraction. The Ðnal
abundance of grains in the central part is about 1/3.9 times
the initial abundance ; the reduction factor of the grain
abundance is nearly equal to the reduction factor of the
magnetic Ñux. If such extensive loss of grains actually
occurs in the course of star formation, heavy elements in
those stars must be much less abundant than in the molecu-
lar clouds because most of the heavy elements are estimated
to be in grains, even in di†use clouds There(Morton 1974).
are no observations supporting such a large di†erence in the
abundance of heavy elements between molecular clouds
and young stars. On the other hand, andNakano (1984)

Nishi, & Umebayashi showed that very fewNakano, (1996)
grains are lost in the course of star formation in magneti-
cally supercritical cloud cores. This di†erence stems from
two facts : the fact that, in highly magnetically subcritical
clouds with low surface pressure, the magnetic Ðeld is much
stronger than is given by at a given density,equation (42)
and hence even large grains may be frozen in to magnetic
Ðeld ; and the fact that prior to the onset of dynamical con-
traction, highly magnetically subcritical clouds must lose
most of their initial magnetic Ñux at low densities where

is large, while magnetically supercritical clouds loseo q
g
u

g
o

most of their magnetic Ñux at very high densities where even
the smallest grains are just barely frozen in (Nakano 1984 ;

et al. This could be more counterevidence, inNakano 1996).
addition to that shown in for the assumption that low-° 2,
mass stars form mainly in magnetically subcritical cloud
cores.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1. Velocity Dispersions and Formation Processes of
Cloud Cores

We found in that the observed cloud cores are mag-° 2
netically supercritical. If such a core forms from magneti-
cally subcritical condensations via ambipolar di†usion, its
formation time must be nearly equal to the magnetic Ñux
loss time which is more than 10 times larger than thet

B
,

free-fall time As long as there are no sources to drivetff.turbulence and hydromagnetic waves, turbulence dissipates
in several times and hydromagnetic waves decay intffas shown in the Appendix. Because most cloud10~2t

B
,

cores are not translucent, disturbances from the outside are
not efficient in exciting the waves. Therefore, if the cores
form from magnetically subcritical condensations via ambi-
polar di†usion, the velocity dispersions of the cores not
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accompanied by YSOs must be very small, contradicting
the observational results.

Because the turbulence in the cores dissipates in several
times the free-fall time and because hydromagnetic waves
dissipate in a free-fall time and are only slightly excited by
disturbances from the outside, the turbulence observed in
the cores without YSOs must be the turbulence generated
when the cores were formed and must be dissipating. There-
fore, I speculate that the cores form in the following way.
Condensations that have begun dynamical contraction
soon settle down into virial equilibrium by randomizing the
contraction motion ; randomization of the motion most
probably occurs in considerably asymmetric condensations.
One can imagine some processes by which the conden-
sations begin dynamical contraction. For example, conden-
sations will form by compression of the cloud matter by
turbulence & Silk and grow by coalescence(Norman 1980)
and Ðnally begin dynamical contraction when they have
grown beyond the critical state for dynamical contraction

& Saslaw The condensations growing in this(Field 1965).
way must be far from symmetric. The condensations formed
by gravitational instability of the cloud also contract
dynamically.

The turbulence of the core formed in this way is transient.
It decays in several times the free-fall time of the core, and
stars form unless the core mass is so small that is higherPcrthan the pressure of the ambient medium even after the
turbulence has dissipated. The mass outÑows from the
YSOs in the core can enhance the velocity dispersion of the
core but Ðnally disintegrate the core by blowing o† the core
matter Hasegawa, & Norman Thus, the(Nakano, 1995).
cores formed in this way can maintain the velocity disper-
sions nearly equal to their virial velocities for a signiÐcant
fraction of their lifetimes, which is consistent with the
observations.

6.2. Initial State of Dynamical Contraction and
Accretion Rate

We have found that the dynamical contraction of a cloud
core sets in when the critical surface pressure given byPcrequations and falls to the pressure of the surround-(19) (27)
ing medium The Bonnor-Ebert isothermal cloud alsoP

s
.

behaves in the same way. At the critical state with surface
pressure the Bonnor-Ebert cloud has a centralP

s
\ PcrBE,part of nearly uniform density (density higher than o

c
/2)

with radius where is the density at the2.3C
s
(4nGo

c
)~1@2, o

ccenter. Outside this part, the density is approximately pro-
portional to r~2 and the surface is reached (the pressure
falls to at The mass of this centralP

s
) 6.45C

s
(4nGo

c
)~1@2.

part is about one-sixth of the total mass of the cloud.
Although we cannot determine the detailed structure of the
cloud core on the basis of the virial theorem, the magnetic
cloud core at the critical state must also have a nearly
uniform central part. Recent submillimeter- and millimeter-
wave observations of some cloud cores suggest that the
density proÐle Ñattens near their centers (Ward-Thompson
et al. et al. supporting the above dis-1994 ; Andre� 1996),
cussion.

A high probability of multiplicity has been observed
among preÈmain-sequence stars et al. Exis-(Simon 1992).
tence of fairly large uniform central parts in the cores at the
onset of dynamical contraction must be favorable for the
formation of multiple stars as discussed by et al.Whitworth
(1996).

Because the cloud core has a Ñattened density proÐle near
its center at the onset of dynamical contraction, the accre-
tion rate onto the central protostellar object cannot be kept
constant. It must be signiÐcantly larger than the standard
rate in the early stage and must0.975Ceff3 /G (Shu 1977)
decrease with time, as shown by the numerical simulations
of & Chevalier andFoster (1993) Tomisaka (1996).

6.3. T imescale of Star Formation
& Myers discussed the amount of time forFuller (1987)

which cloud cores exist before they form stars. From the
statistics of the cores with and without IRAS sources in
several nearby molecular clouds, they concluded that a core
stays in the equilibrium state only for about its free-fall
time. From the statistical analysis of cloud cores and young
stellar objects in the Taurus molecular cloud, T. Onishi, A.
Mizuno, A. Kawamura, H. Ogawa, & Y. Fukui (1996,
private communication) found that the cloud cores stay in
the phase not associated with IRAS sources for 2È4 ] 105
yr, which is several times the free-fall time for the mean
density of the cores, cm~3.nH B 2 ] 105

As shown in magnetically supercritical cloud cores° 4,
begin to collapse when a signiÐcant fraction of their initial
turbulence has dissipated, except in the cases of cores of
very small mass with nearly critical magnetic Ñux with

This dissipation occurs in several times1 [ ('/'cr)2> 1.
the free-fall time. To form stars, the cloud cores of small
mass with if they exist, mustaeff \ a[1[ ('/'cr)2]> 1,
enhance by magnetic Ñux loss, as well as by dissipationaeffof turbulence. Only a slight loss of magnetic Ñux is enough
to cause this e†ect, which takes only a small fraction of the
e-folding time of the magnetic Ñux Therefore, the start

B
.

formation time in such cores must not be much di†erent
from the dissipation time of their turbulence. Thus, our
result in agrees well with the conclusion of Onishi et al.° 4
(1996, private communication) and does not seem to seri-
ously contradict the conclusion of & MyersFuller (1987).

6.4. L ifetime of Molecular Clouds
Although the lifetime of each cloud core is nearly equal to

the dissipation time of turbulence, which is several times the
free-fall time of the cores, the lifetime of the molecular cloud
that contains many cloud cores must be much longer.

et al. showed that the star formation effi-Nakano (1995)
ciency in each core is very low; most of the core matter is
blown o† by mass outÑows from the forming stars in the
core and by the expansion of compact H II regions devel-
oped by them. Because the Ðnal velocity of the matter
ejected by the mass outÑow is not so large et al.(Nakano

the matter will remain in the cloud and excite turbu-1995),
lence in the cloud. Because molecular clouds seem to be
ionized mainly by UV radiation and have much higher ion-
ization fractions than the cloud cores & Khersonsky(Myers

hydromagnetic waves may dissipate rather slowly.1995),
Cloud cores must be formed repeatedly in such a turbulent
cloud & Silk and the lifetime of the cloud as(Norman 1980),
a whole must be much longer than that of an individual
cloud core.

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have reexamined the widely accepted assumption
that low-mass stars form mainly in magnetically subcritical
cloud cores while high-mass stars form in magnetically
supercritical ones, and we have investigated the processes
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that put the cloud cores in magnetohydrostatic equilibrium
to dynamical contraction. The main results are as follows.

1. As well as molecular clouds, cloud cores embedded in
clouds are shown to be magnetically supercritical for
several reasons. First, although cloud cores are generally
observed as portions of a molecular cloud having column
densities somewhat higher than the mean column density of
the cloud, magnetically subcritical condensations are
unlikely to have column densities higher than their sur-
roundings. Second, if cloud cores are magnetically sub-
critical, it is difficult to maintain for a signiÐcant fraction of
their lifetimes the nonthermal velocity dispersions widely
observed in the cores.

2. For a magnetically supercritical cloud core, there is a
critical value for the surface pressure whenPcr P

s
; P

s
[Pcr,the core cannot be in magnetohydrostatic equilibrium and

collapses. The pressure is sensitive to the core mass M,Pcrthe e†ective sound velocity in the core and the e†ectiveCeff,coefficient for gravity diluted by magnetic force, asaeff,shown in equations and(19) (27).
3. A core in magnetohydrostatic equilibrium begins to

contract dynamically when has decreased to by somePcr P
smechanism. The most important mechanism in reducing Pcris the dissipation of turbulence in the core. Because the

fractional contribution of turbulence to tends to beCeffhigher in the observed cloud cores with higher mass,
dynamical contraction tends to set in more easily in cores
with higher mass. The timescale of star formation in such a
core is therefore the dissipation time of its turbulence, which
is several times the free-fall time of the core.

4. For cores with small or with magnetic Ñux ' veryaeffclose to the critical magnetic Ñux will not decrease'cr, Pcrbelow even when the turbulence has dissipated signiÐ-P
scantly. This will happen only in very low mass cores

because is sensitive to the core mass. Such a core beginsPcrdynamical contraction after has increased somewhataeffbecause of magnetic Ñux loss by ambipolar di†usion in the
central part of the core. Only a slight loss of magnetic Ñux is
needed for this to occur because is very sensitive to ' atPcrand hence contraction takes a time much shorter'B'cr,than the e-folding time of magnetic Ñux. Therefore, the time
required for star formation is not much di†erent from the
dissipation time of the turbulence. However, the probability
that a core initially has ' very close to may be very low.'cr5. SigniÐcantly subcritical condensations in a molecular
cloud, if they exist, have column densities considerably
lower than the mean column density of the cloud. This
means that the condensations are conÐned by pressure and
have nearly uniform densities as long as is constant inCeffeach condensation unless they are located very close to the
cloud surface. Growth of such condensations to magneti-
cally supercritical cores via ambipolar di†usion takes at
least 10 to 102 times the free-fall time if they are well shield-
ed from UV radiation, and it takes much longer time if they
are not well shielded.

6. It is highly implausible that cloud cores form from
magnetically subcritical condensations via ambipolar di†u-
sion because it is difficult for the condensations to keep
nonthermal velocity dispersions, which are widely observed
in cloud cores, until they grow into cores.
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ments and discussions. I am also grateful to T. Hasegawa,
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T. Onishi, K. Sunada, and M. Tamura for valuable dis-
cussions.

APPENDIX

DISSIPATION AND EXCITATION OF HYDROMAGNETIC WAVES IN MOLECULAR CLOUDS AND
CLOUD CORES

Various molecular lines observed in molecular clouds and cloud cores usually have widths much larger than their thermal
widths, and the widths are interpreted as caused by turbulence and/or hydromagnetic wave motion. If there are some driving
sources in clouds or cloud cores, not only turbulence but also hydromagnetic waves can be maintained & Ostriker(Gammie

We investigate here the dissipation and the possibility of excitation of waves in molecular clouds and in condensations1996).
embedded in molecular clouds, which do not have internal driving sources.

& Pearce made normal-mode analysis of Alfve� n waves in slightly ionized gas. For waves satisfyingKulsrud (1969)
where is the collision frequency of an ion with neutral molecules and is equal to or to the inverse ofl
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ithe viscous damping time of ions in k is the wave number, and is the Alfve� n velocity of the ion waves,q
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being the density of the ions, they found the dispersion relationo
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. (43)

In terms of the wavelength j \ 2n/k and the thickness 2Z along magnetic Ðeld lines of the cloud or of the condensation
embedded in a cloud, the condition for this relation to hold, can be rewritten asl
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? 1.3] 10~3 '
'cr

A nH
1 ] 103 cm~3
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1 ] 10~7
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B1@2A fÕ
2n
B

. (44)

In deriving this equation, we have used the relation

B\ 2ZofÕG1@2 '
'cr

, (45)
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which is obtained from and have set SpvT \ 1.5] 10~9 cm3 s~1. The ionization fraction is normalized toequation (12), n
i
/nHthe value in the clouds shielded from UV radiation and ionized mainly by cosmic rays (see Because is nearlyFig. 7). n

i
/nHproportional to in such clouds, the right-hand side of depends only weakly on the densitynH~0.6 equation (44) (PnH~0.2).

Although the wavelength is restricted to is applicable to a wide range of wavelengths in molecularj [ 2Z, equation (43)
clouds and condensations.

The wave can propagate only when it has a nonvanishing real part u, or when

( 4
kVA
2l

i

o
o
i
\ kV A

2l
n

(46)

is smaller than 1, where is the Alfve� n velocity and is the collision frequency of a neutral moleculeVA \ B(4no)~1@2 l
n
\ l

i
(o

i
/o)

with ions. The condition for the wave propagation, ( \ 1, can be rewritten as
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[ 0.46
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2n
B
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In clouds and condensations well shielded from UV radiation, the right-hand side of depends only slightly onequation (47)
the density and only some restricted waves can propagate unless In clouds and condensations not well(PnH0.1), '>'cr.shielded from UV radiation and having higher ionization fractions, waves with a wider range of wavelengths can propagate.

From we Ðnd that the waves with ( \ 1 decay in a timescaleequation (43),
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2n3Go
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It is to be noted that shorter waves dissipate more quickly. Because has the same dependence on and as given bytdis l
i

o
i
/o tü

B
,

can be rewritten asequation (41), equation (48)
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3n2 tü
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As shown in gives a minimum value of the timescale of magnetic Ñux loss, for and gives the° 5.1, tü
B

t
B
, '/'cr [ 1, ('cr/')2tü

BÑux loss time from the central part of the core for If the velocity dispersion is caused by the wave motion, thet
B

'/'cr\ 1.
waves of j somewhat smaller than 2Z must have large amplitudes. For such waves, is smaller thantdis 10~2t

B
.

In units of the free-fall time in equations and is rewritten astff\ (3n/32Go)1@2, tdis (48) (49)
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In deriving we have used the coefficient of the gravity a \ 1.0 as in In clouds and condensations thatequation (51), Figure 8.
are well shielded from UV radiation, the right-hand side of depends only slightly on the density andequation (50) (PnH~0.1),
therefore the waves with j somewhat smaller than 2Z decay in a timescale signiÐcantly shorter than if and in atff '['cr,timescale shorter than unless If large-amplitude wave motions must be supersonic and super-tff ('/'cr)2> 1. ('/'cr)2> 1,
Alfve� nic, and shock dissipation must occur on a timescale much shorter than given above.tdisFor waves of shorter wavelengths satisfying ( [ 1, u is purely imaginary, and there are two modes with di†erent decay
timescales ; one has a decay time smaller than that given by and another has one larger. At ( ? 1, the decayequation (48),
time of the latter mode is approximately given by

t8 dis 4 l
n
~1 , (52)

regardless of the magnetic Ðeld strength. At ( not much smaller than one, the decay time is smaller than and att8 dis tdis\ t8 dis/2( \ 1, as seen from Thus gives an upper bound to the dissipation time of the waves with ( º 1 and isequation (48). t8 disrepresented numerically as

t8dis
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In clouds and condensations well shielded from UV radiation, is much smaller than at least at cm~3. In cloudst8 dis tff nH [ 106
and condensations not well shielded, is even smaller. Thus, all the waves with ( [ 1 decay on a timescale much smallert8 disthan tff.The phase velocity of the waves with ( \ 1 is given by where is the real part of u. TheVph \u

r
/k \ VA(1[ (2)1@2, u

rcrossing time of the waves across the cloud or condensation is then given by
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The wavelength dependence is through (. Taking the ratio of equations and gives(48) (54)
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where ( in can be rewritten asequation (46)
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has been derived by using For the waves with j somewhat smaller than 2Z, is considerablyEquation (58) equation (41). tdissmaller than for clouds and condensations well shielded from UV radiation unlesstcross '/'cr > 1.
Although & Pearce did not take into account the interaction of charged grains with a magnetic Ðeld, it mustKulsrud (1969)

have some e†ect on the propagation and dissipation of the waves. Because without charged grains, given bytü
B

equation (41),
has the same dependence on and as do and (~1, the e†ect of charged grains must be taken approximately intol

i
o
i
/o tdisaccount by using with the e†ect of charged grains, or shown in when the cloud or condensation is well shieldedtü

B
tü
B

Figure 8
from UV radiation, in equations and If the interaction of grains with magnetic Ðeld is neglected, becomes(49), (51), (58). tü

Bsmaller than the values in by less than 30% at and by a factor of 2.2 at cm~3 forFigure 8 nH ¹ 1 ] 104 cm~3, nH \ 1 ] 105
the case of the size distribution with nm. Even with this modiÐcation, the above conclusions need not beMRN a

g
min\ 10

changed ; in clouds and condensations that are well shielded from UV radiation and are not highly magnetically supercritical,
is smaller than both and In clouds and condensations not well shielded from UV radiation where the ion density istdis tff tcross.much higher than those in the contribution of charged grains to is small, and equations and hold in goodFigure 7, tü

B
(50) (57)

approximation.
To excite the waves by perturbations from the outside takes at least the crossing time of the waves given bytcross equation

In clouds and condensations that are well shielded from UV radiation and are not highly magnetically supercritical, the(54).
hydromagnetic waves cannot be maintained because is smaller than both andtdis tff tcross.If a cloud or condensation is highly magnetically supercritical, the gas motion causing the observed line widths must be
supersonic and super-Alfve� nic. Because shock dissipation of such motion must occur on a timescale much shorter than tdisgiven by equations and it must also be difficult to maintain waves in such clouds and condensations.(48), (50), (51),

If a condensation is not well shielded from UV radiation and has a much higher ion density than those shown in Figure 7,
may be much larger than and larger than and therefore hydromagnetic waves may be maintained. On the othertdis tff tcross,hand, must also be very large. From equations and requires thattü

B
(55), (57), (58), tdis [ tcross
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Therefore, to keep the waves with j somewhat smaller than 2Z at large amplitudes in magnetically subcritical condensations,
the ionization fraction must be more than 2 orders of magnitude higher than in condensations shielded from UV radiation. In
addition, means that it takes a very long time, i.e., signiÐcantly longer than 108 yr in condensations ofequation (60)

to form cloud cores from magnetically subcritical condensations via ambipolar di†usion while keeping thenH [ 104 cm~3,
waves at large amplitudes.
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